INSTRUCTIONS:
• This page is for final answers only.
• To receive credit, staple the work for the problems to this answer sheet.
• NO WORK, NO CREDIT!!
• The work for the problems should be neat and clearly numbered. Sloppy work will not be accepted.
• Late homework will NOT be accepted!

Proper Notation for final answers:
✔ Write money in proper form (cents or dollars/cents).
✔ Reduce fractions/ratios to lowest terms.
✔ Round to the nearest hundredth/cent.

1) ________________________ 2a) ________________________ 2b) ________________________

3) ________________________ 4) ________________________ 5) ________________________

6) ________________________ 7) ________________________ 8a) ________________________

8b) ________________________ 9) ________________________ 10) ________________________

11) ________________________ 12) ________________________ 13) ________________________